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Bialynicki-Birula, IIochschild, and Mostow showed that the quasi-affinity 
of the homogeneous space G/H of an aftine algebraic group G by a subgroup 
H is equivalent to either of the following: to the extendability of each one 
dimensional H-module to a submodule of a G-module, or to the realization 
of H as the isotropy subgroup of a vector in some representation of G II]. 
IIere we wish to relate quasi-affinity to more particular data: namely. we 
ask, for which classes of subgroups H of a scmisimplc group G does the 
following hold? G/H is quasi-affine if and only if there is a vector u in a 
representation V of G such that H stabilizes t’, and the stabilizer of the lint 
kr is a parabolic subgroup whose unipotent radical contains the unipotent 
radical of H. Moreover, we wish to give the relevant parabolic subgroup 
explicitly, in order to produce an effective test for quasi-affinity. 
The implication from the existence of such a parabolic subgroup to the 
quasi-affinity of G/H holds for each H (Lemma 1.0). Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 
give the following theorem. 
THEOREM. If H is normalized b-v some maximal torus of G, or if H is a 
subgroup of’s Bore1 subgroup B of G and H has a maximal torus obtained 
by intersecting kernels of dominant characters on some maximal torus of B, 
then G/H is quasi-afine IY and on& if there is a vector 1~ in some represen 
tation V of G such that H stabilizes v, and the stabilizer of ko is u parabolic 
subgroup whose unipotent radical contains the t&potent radical of H. 
For a character x on a maximal torus T of G, let P, be the parabolic 
subgroup generated by T and (G, 1 (a”, x) > O} (aC = coroot of a). In the 
case where H is a subgroup of B and (xi) are dominant characters such that 
n Kerx, is a maximal torus of H, then P,, is the relevant parabolic 
subgroup. In the case where H is normalized by some maximal torus T, and 
where Kcr x is a maximal torus of H for some character x on T (i.e., when a 
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maximal torus of H has codimension one in T), then either P, or P,, is the 
relevant parabolic subgroup. 
It would be interesting to know other classes of subgroups for which the 
theorem holds, or for which the theorem fails. 
0 
Our groups are objects in the category of reduced affine algebraic group 
schemes over an algebraically closed field. 
0.1. Let H be a subgroup of a connected group G. See 111 for the 
following facts about the homogeneous space G/H, and for the lemma below. 
(a) If If is unipotent or toroidal, then G/H is quasi-affine. 
(b) If G is solvable, then G/H is quasi-affine. 
(c) If G/II is quasi-affine and H c K c G, then K,lIf is quasi-affine. 
(d) If G/K and KjH are quasi-afine, then G/M is quasi-afftne. 
Let H” denote the connected component of l,,. 
LEMMA. G/H is quasi-af’jne if and only if G/H’ is quasi-affine. 
0.2. THEOREM 1 I]. G/If is quasi-affine if and only if H is the isotropy 
subgroup of a t’ector in some representation of G. 
0.3. Let G, be the unipotent radical of G. 
PROPOSITION. G/H is quasi-aflne if and only $ G/HG, is quasi-aflne. 
Proof: Let BH (resp. “B) denote the invariants for an operation of H on 
an algebra B on the right (resp. left). Let [A] be the field of quotients of the 
coordinate ring A of G. By [ 1, Theorem 41, G/H is quasi-affrne if and only if 
[A]” = [A”]. 
Suppose that G/H is quasi-afftne. To show that G/HG, is quasi-affine, we 
need only show that I,4”JGU = IA”“U] since IFI”]~~ = IA lrfcU. Let f be an 
element of [A” 1”~ and let J be the space {a E AH ! af E A”}. The non-zero 
left G,-submodule J of A” contains a non-zero G,-invariant element b, since 
G, is unipotent. b lies in AJfGY since “UJ c ‘=AH = ACUH (since G, is normal 
in G) = AHGu. Hence, f = bf/b lies in [A”G~l], and [A” lGzJ = [AHGzl\. 
Suppose that G/HG, is quasi-affrnc. Then G/H is quasi-affrne since 
IfG,/H = G,/N n G, is quasi-affrne (H n G, is unipotent). 
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Remarks. (1) Let G be a reductive group with radical C. If G/H. is 
quasi-afIine, G/HC may be not quasi-alline. For example, if G = G, X SL, 
(G, = multiplicative group) and H = ((c, (: Ib,) 1 c E G,, b E G,} (G, = 
additive group), then C = G, x (I}. We have a quasi-afline quotient 
variety (G, x SL,)/H z SL,/( ( ,!, f ) ( b E G,), while (G, X SL,)/HC z 
%/1( L ,!,) 1 1 E G,, b E G,) is not quasi-afline, but rather projective. 
(2) If a quasi-affine space G/H is affme in fact, the quasi-affine space 
G/HG, may be non&fine. For example, if G = G, x SL, and H = ((6, 
(A : )) 1 b E G,), then G, = G, x ( 1). We have the affine quotient variety 
(G,xSL,)/HZSL,, while (G,XSL,)/H(G,X{l})=SL,/((~ :)jbEG,) is 
non-afline. 
1 
1.0. Let H be a subgroup of a group G. 
LEMMA. If there is a representation V of G and a line kv in V such that 
H operates trivially on kv and the unipotent radical of the stabilizer qf kv 
contains the unipotent radical of H, then G/H is quasi-aflne. 
ProoJ: Let K denote the stabilizer of kv, and let x denote the character of 
K for the operation on kv. By 0.2, G/Kerx is quasi-affine. If we show that 
K/H is quasi-alline, then so will Kerx/H and G/H be, by 0.1. By the 
hypothesis, H, = (H n KU)‘. Hence, K,H/K, z H/H n K, is reductive, and 
K/K, H 2 K/K,,/K, H/K, is afline, by [ 5 ] or [ 7). By Proposition 0.3, K/H is 
quasi-affine. 
1.1. Let G be connected and semisimple. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup 
of G, T a maximal torus of B, and x a dominant character on T. Let G, be 
the one parameter subgroup associated to a root a 13, Chap. A]. Let a“ be 
the coroot of u, and (a”,~) the evaluation of a” at x. See [6].for facts about 
parabolic subgroups. 
Let kv be the high weight line in the irreducible representation for G of 
high weight z. 
LEMMA. The stabilizer of kv is the parabolic subgroup P, generated by T 
and {G, I (a”, x> > 01. 
Proof: For each root a, let g, E G represent he symmetry s, in the 
Weyl group N(T)/T. 
(1) Pzv c kv. In fact, if (a”,~) > 0, then G, c (P,), c B, and so, 
G,v c kv. If (a”, x) = 0, then the weight of g, v is x, and so, g,v E kv. If 
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G,dB, then G .(1 c B? and kG,v=kG,g,v=kgag~~‘GL2gnv= 
kg,G ,v=kg=v=kv. 
(2) The stabilizer of kv is exactly P,. In fact, the stabilizer is some 
parabolic subgroup P, generated by T and {G, i a f (6”\> where #0 is a subset 
of the roots $. If (a”,x) < 0, then the weight of g,t’ is not the weight of t’. 
However, if G, were to stabilize kv, then the subgroup generated by G,, 
G .nr T, which contains g,, would stabilize kc. 
1.2. LEMMA. A connected subgroup H of G which contains a maximal 
torus T of G is generated by T and (G, 1 G, c H). 
ProoJ Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of H containing T. By 12, 14.41, B, is 
spanned by one parameter subgroups relative to T. Furthermore, H is 
generated by the Bore1 subgroups of H which contain T [2, 13.6). 
1.3. Let G be connected and semisimple. For each character 1 on 
the maximal torus T, P = P, denotes the parabolic subgroup generated by I’ 
and {G, 1 (a”. A) > O}. There is a unique character 1, on P such that 
i., [ T = A. In fact, if B is a Bore1 subgroup of G in P containing T, then P is 
the stabilizer of a line of T-weight 1, by Lemma 1.1, and 1, is the character 
for the operation of P on that line. 
THEOREM. Let H be a subgroup of P,. Suppose that (kernel A)” is a 
maximal torus of H. G/H is quasi-affine if and only if P, I> H,. 
ProoJ By Lemma 0.1, we may assume that H is connected. Then 
I,,(H) = 1, since &((Ker 1)‘) = 1 is a maximal torus of i,,(H) c G,,, 
[ 2, 11.141. Hence, by Lemmas 1.0 and 1.1, we need only show that P, 2 H, 
when G/H is quasi-affine. First we prove this when A = 1, that is, when 
H 1 T. Since P, = G is semisimple, we need to show that H is reductive It 
G/H is quasi-affinc, then G/HUT is quasi-affine since H/HUT z (HfH,)/T is 
afine (0.1). If H, were not trivial, it would contain a one-parameter 
subgroup G,. Let q,: Sl, + G be the map associated to the root a [3 1, and 
let B be the upper triangular subgroup of Sl,. Since (o,(B) c H, T, (4, 
induces a morphism 1:’ ? Sl,/B -+ G/H, T, whose image is a projective 
subvariety of dimension 1. Then G/HUT could not be quasi-affine. 
Now let i. be arbitrary. If GjH is quasi-affme, then P/H and P/P,,II are 
quasi-affine, by 0.1 and 0.3. We show that P, 2 H,. Let P’ be the 
commutator subgroup of P/P,,. Since P/P,H 2 PjP,/PuH/P, is quasi-affine, 
P’/(P,H;P,) n P’ z P’(P, H/P,)j(P, H/P ) . uasi-affine by 0.1(c), applied u is q 
to P,H/P, c P’(P, H/P ) c P/P,. Let (Ker 17 be the canonical image of --” 
(Ker /I)’ in P/P,. (Kerv n P’ is a maximal torus of P’. In fact, by [ 2, 
13.18 and 14.21, P’ ~7 F is a maximal torus. Since P’ n T is contained in the 
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span of (v,(G,) 1 (a’, A) = 0) = {p,(G,) 1 %(yl,(G,)) = 0), P’ n r= P’ n --. 
(Ker A)O (G, = diagonal subgroup of Sf,). 
Since P’/(PUH/P,) n Y’ is quasi-affine and (P,H/P,)n P’ contains the 
maximal torus P’ f7 (Keq of P’, the trivial character on P’ n(Ker)’ 
satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem relative to (P,H/P,)n P’ c P’. 
Therefore, by part 1, (P,H/P,) n P’ is reductive. Since P,H,/P, is 
contained in ((P, H/P,) n P’), = ( 1 }, P, contains H,. 
2 
We use Theorem 1.3 to analyze homogeneous spaces G/K for quasi- 
affinity. 
Let G be connected and semisimple. 
2.1. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G, and let T be a maximal torus 
of B. Let {xi}:.. , be dominant characters on T, let x = C xi, and let P, bc the 
parabolic subgroup generated by T and (G, 1 (w”, x) > 0 I. 
THEOREM. Let K be a subgroup of B such that (fly=, Ker xi)’ is a 
maximal torus of K. G/K is quasi-afJne if and only is (P,), 2 K,. 
Proof Write P for PI. If P, 2 K,, then K” = K, . (n:-, KerXi)Oc 
P, Ker x c Ker ,yp. By Lemmas 1.1, 1.0 and 0.1, G/K is quasi-affme. 
Conversely, if G/K is quasi-afline, then P/P,K is quasi-affine by 0. I(c), 
and 0.3. (P,K/P,) f7 P’ contains a maximal torus of P’. In fact, Tn P’ is a 
maximal torus of P’ contained in the span of (p,(G,) 1 (a”, x) = O}, where 
v,: Sl, + G is the map associated to the root CI. This set equals (v7,(G,,,) : 
(a”,,~~) = 0 for each i) = {p,(G,,) 1 xi(q,(G,)) = 0 for each i) since Xi is 
dominant. Therefore, T n P’ c n Ker xi c K. By Theorem 1.3, applied to 
(P, K/P,) n P’ c P’ and the character 1 = 1, we conclude that 
P,K,,/P, = ( 1 }, that is, K, c P,. 
2.2. Let K be a connected subgroup of a connected group G. Let 1 
be a non-zero character on K. Let k be the base field. 
LEMMA. If G/KerA is quasi-aflne, then the one-dimensional K-module 
kl” is a K-submodule of some G-module W (for some non-zero integer q). 
ProoJ There is a representation V of G with a vector v whose isotropy 
subgroup is Ker A, by Proposition 0.2. The space VKrrA of Ker &invariants is 
a K-submodule of V. Let x generate the character group on K/Ker I 2 G,. 
Considered as a character on K/Ker i, A =xm for some m # 0. (In fact, 
A = xp”, p = characteristic k, since the kernel of A on K/Ker A is { 1 }). Let Z7 
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be the canonical morphism K--t K/Ker 1. As characters on K, A = xrn c fl = 
010 ny. 
K does not act trivially on V Ker*t since the isotropy subgroup of L’ E VKer’ 
is Ker A # K. Choose a K/Ker i-stable line kw in VKer’, whose character is 
x0, for some non-zero q. k(w 3 ... @ w) c 0” I’ is a line of K/Ker i-weight 
% V”‘; hence, its K-weight is xVrn 0 17 = A”. 
2.3. Let H be a connected subgroup of a connected semisimple 
group G. Suppose that H is normalized bJJ some maximal torus T of G, and 
that there is a character 1 on T such that (Ker i)” is a maximal torus of H. 
Let P. P , be the parabolic subgroups associated to i,. i -’ (see 1.3). 
THEOREM. G/H is quasi-affine $ and only if either P 2 H and P,, I H,,. 
or P-,~Hand (P-,)“IH,. 
Prooj: Suppose that P 1 H and P, 3 H,. G/H is quasi-affinc, by 
Theorem 1.3 applied to 1.. In the other case, use /z ’ in place of A. 
Conversely, suppose that G/H is quasi-affine. First, we show that either 
PI H or P-, 3 H. Since H is normalized by ?: HT is generated by T and 
{G, , G, c H}, by Lemma 1.2. Therefore, we need only show that P 3 
{G,(G,cH} or P. ,3{G,IG,cM!. 
Let ,D be a character on T such that Ker ,u = H n 7’. Let ;5 generate the 
character group on T/(Ker j1)‘. As characters on T/(Ker A)“, i, =x* for some 
b # 0. Since (Ker ;1)’ c H n T, ,D = xm as characters on T/(Ker A)“, for some 
non-zero m. Extend ,u to a character ,uHT on HT via HT -+ HT/H z 
T/H n T +” G,. G/Kcr ruIIT is quasi-affine since G/H is quasi-affine and 
Kcrp,,iH is finite (see 11, Theorem 71). By Lemma 2.2, kp;,r is an HT- 
submodule of some G-module V, for some n # 0. For each a such that 
G, ~1 H, take V to be an S&-module under Sf, +‘+ G --) GI( V). Since the 
image of k,urrr is HT-stable, it is stable under the upper triangular subgroup 
G,, G, of Sl,. Hence, p” ! G, is a dominant weight, and so, (u“,,u”) = 
((a 1 G,)“, per” 1G,) > 0. Therefore, since ,&’ = A”“, either (cP, 1.) > 0 for 
(u 1 G, c H}, or (a”, A) < 0 for (a ( G, c H}, i.e., either PII H or P. 1 I H. 
If PI> H. then P, =) If,, and if P-, 3 lf, then (P ,)U 3 H,, by Theorem 1.3. 
2.4. Let H be a connected subgroup of a connected group G whose 
normalizer contains a maximal torus of G. Choose a maximal torus T which 
normalizes H and for which (H n T)’ is a maximal torus of H. 
PROPOSII-ION. G/H is quasi-affine if and only if there is a character x 01: 
HT such that x(H) = 1 and G/Ker x is quasi-afjne. 
Proof: By Chevalley’s theorem, there is a line kc in some representation 
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V of G whose stabilizer is HT (21. Let 3: be the character of the operation of 
HT on kv. 
If G/H is quasi-affine, then there is a representation W of G with an H- 
stable line of H-weight L- ’ ( H [ 11. T stabilizes the space WA .., , H of H-stable 
lines of weight A -’ 1 H. In fact, since HT contains H as a normal subgroup, 
T stabilizes the space of H-invariant elements of W @ ki; since 
(W @ kl)” z WA , , H @ kA, T stabilizes W,l-, , ,,. 
Let kw be a T-stable line in WA-, , ,, of some T-weight ,D. H operates on the 
HT-stable line k(w @ v) in W @ V via A-‘1 = 1, and T operates via ,ui. Then 
x = ,uA satisfies the requirements of the theorem. 
Conversely, if x(H) = 1 and G/KerX is quasi-affine, then G/H is quasi- 
afftne since Ker x/H % (Ker x 1 T)/(H n Ker x 1 T) is afftne. 
2.5. Let H be a connected subgroup of a connected semisimple 
group G whose normalizer contains a maximal torus of G. Choose a 
maximal torus T which normalizes H and for which (H n T)” is a maximal 
torus of H. See 1.3 for the definition of xp below. 
THEOREM. G/H is quasi-aflne if and only if there is a parabolic 
subgroup P = Px such that Ker xp 2 H and P, 3 H,. 
Proof: If G/H is quasi-affine, then G/KerX is quasi-affine for some 
character x on HT, by Proposition 2.4; furthermore, (Ker x 1 T)” is a 
maximal torus of Ker X. By the application of Theorem 2.3 to Ker ): c G, 
either P, or Px-, is such a parabolic subgroup. 
Conversely, if Ker xp 3 H and (PJU ZI H,, then G/H Ker x,, 1 T is quasi- 
affine, by the application of Theorem 2.3 to H Ker xr / T c G and the 
character x. Hence, by 0.1 (d,a), G/H is quasi-affine. 
Nofe added in proof Part of this work was done while the author was a member of the 
Institute for Advanced Study, 1979-1980. 
I have been informed that some results in this paper are known from the work of K. 
Pommerening, Observable radizelle Untergruppen von halbeinfachen algebraischen Gruppen, 
Mach. Z., 1979. 
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